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Axial’s Lower Middle Market Pursuits Report was created to shine a light on a major 
M&A category that mostly operates in the shadows of the larger M&A universe. The 
lower middle market has always been dynamic, where obstacles, inefficiencies, and 
opportunities attract the most entrepreneurial and resourceful deal professionals in the 
business — hardwired to embrace any challenge in pursuit of outperformance. More 
recently, the lower middle market is undergoing a transformation marked by increasing 
levels of sophistication, evident on both sides of the negotiating table.

This observation may concern some dealmakers – at least those who are longer of 
tooth. Many will likely recall the extent to which the institutionalization of the middle 
market made that deal arena almost indistinguishable from the bulge bracket — where 
investments are often priced to perfection and relationships, themselves, can be just 
as transactional. While the rising sophistication in the lower middle market is translating 
into more consistency in the pace and quality of deal flow, it is not necessarily coming at 
the expense of the value or breadth of opportunity historically available across such an 
expansive landscape. This is evident in both the sell- and buy-side activity.
 
On the sell-side, business owners are generally better prepared to engage in a process 
than they would have been 10 years ago. They have a better sense of both the market 
they’re looking to sell into and the heightened expectations of prospective buyers. The 
role of intermediaries serving this niche also can’t be overlooked. Axial’s Lower Middle 
Market League Tables, for instance, track over 900 M&A advisors active in the lower 
middle market. The leaders who consistently stand out do so because they run effective 
processes, source attractive clients and, ultimately, close more deals.
 
On the buy-side, the data available across the Axial platform documents the extent 
to which the lower middle market acquirer universe has also evolved. Private equity 
investors continue to maintain a steady presence, but a growing class of “ETAs” 
is becoming a driving force – that’s “entrepreneurs through acquisition” for those 
unfamiliar with a new take on an old acronym. These include MBAs overseeing search 
funds, individuals taking a more direct approach to private capital investments, and 
established and emerging independent sponsors who have chosen to operate outside 
of the traditional fund structure. (More color on this activity can be found on page 8.)
 
I recently spoke at length on these trends on Ryan Tansom’s “Intentional Growth” 
podcast. We view this increasing buyer diversity, rising sell-side M&A and owner 
sophistication as signs of real progress for the lower middle market. Markets perform 
better and can become larger when market actors enjoy access to improving 
information and rising participant sophistication. Enjoy the report!

 

 

Peter Lehrman
Founder and CEO, Axial
peter.lehrman@axial.net

Peter Lehrman

The Lower Middle Market Machine  
Takes Form

https://www.axial.net/forum/top-20-lmm-investment-banks-q4-2021/
https://www.axial.net/forum/top-20-lmm-investment-banks-q4-2021/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/275-peter-lehrman-founder-of-axial-the-m-a/id1132187581?i=1000542290451
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/275-peter-lehrman-founder-of-axial-the-m-a/id1132187581?i=1000542290451
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Dealmakers, going into 2021, were bracing for a busy year. The past 12 months didn’t 
disappoint, as the pace and level of activity exceeded any other year on record. Anecdotally, 
deal volume would’ve been even higher, except there were only so many M&A lawyers, 
consultants and lenders available to finalize transactions before the end of the year. 

Yet, even with the structural bottlenecks that slowed deal flow in Q4, sell-side activity on 
the Axial platform surged. The number of new sale processes initiated in 2021 grew by 
12% year over year, while buy-side mandates swelled by 29%. 

As a reminder, deal activity conducted via Axial does not represent a comprehensive 
record of all lower middle market transactions. But with thousands of active members 
on the platform, the data sets offer a credible proxy of the drivers shaping activity in 
the lower middle market. Last year, alone, more than 7,500 new target companies were 
marketed on the platform. There was also just shy of 2,000 new buy-side investment 
mandates initiated.

In a way, the same secular trends influencing the investment theses of acquirers are also 
supporting the growth and stability of the M&A industry at large. In the lower middle 
market, in particular, generational turnover is helping to keep deal pipelines full as M&A 
represents the cleanest (and most lucrative) lever for baby boomers considering estate 
planning and retirement strategies.

Moreover, the deal ecosystem has matured. There’s a larger population of family offices, 
HNW investors, search funds and independent sponsors, most of whom have made the 
lower middle market their home. And even as most PE funds tend to pursue larger deals, a 
significant proportion of add-on activity occurs in the lower middle market. 

Finally, a growing population of advisors and investment banks, with deep regional 
coverage and extensive networks, represent a key conduit that has improved the flow 
information. Yet, the sprawling expanse and diversity of assets available in the lower 
middle market make the segment as attractive as it has ever been for buyers. 

SURVEY OF ONE

Kyle Richard
Managing Partner
Woodbridge International

2021 was the best year ever in terms of volume and in the number of deals… Buyers 
are identifying ways to achieve large investment returns by bringing sophistication and 
technology to these acquisition targets. With interest rates as low as they’ve ever been, it 
really stimulates acquisition activity. It’s a seller’s market.

As the pandemic continues to wind down, the economy will be picking up steam. The 
supply chain issues that caused disruption to business owners and sellers in 2021 will 
begin to correct themselves, [which] should allow sellers to negotiate more favorable net 
working capital targets as these conditions normalize. Also, the expectations are that the 
capital gains tax will increase in 2022 and may have an impact on a seller’s net proceeds.
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The old standby of M&A metrics – closed-deal volume – doesn’t always reflect the 
actual cadence of activity, documenting deal flow as it moves from the top of the funnel 
to the bottom. Axial sell-side data, alternatively, documents both when new assets 
are first introduced into the market, but also the level of buyer interest generated, 
as prospective acquirers request more information. This is how Axial formulates the 
“pursuit rate” that measures buyer intent. As such, the quarterly flows of sell-side data 
arguably provide a better representation of lower middle market activity as it occurs 
than the more static measure of completed deals. In a segment where purchase prices 
and even the deals themselves are only rarely disclosed, the sell-side metrics, coupled 
with pursuit rates, complement traditional measures of deal volume.

In looking at the quarterly sell-side data, what stood out was the extent to which 2020 
influenced the pace of activity last year, creating a “pig in the python” phenomenon as 
buyers and sellers raced into the market in Q1 and Q2 at an unsustainable pace. While 
discussion around the pandemic has become exhausting, it’s impact on deal flow in 
2021 was evident as the pause from the lockdowns created a backlog of high-quality 
assets that all seemed to flood into the market at the same time. The pandemic, in that 
regard, was akin to a car accident whose impact can be felt by drivers long after it’s 
removed from the travel lanes. 

To be sure, the first quarter traditionally sees a “cyclical” uptick and enjoys the most 
quarterly deal flow most years. Another factor that helped to front-load activity last year 
included the threat of prospective tax hikes. Aggressiveness on the buy-side — in which 
new mandates grew by 53%, year over year, in Q1 and 33% in Q2 — likely didn’t hurt. Still, 
while sell-side deal flow seemed to fall off the table in Q4, it outpaced 2020 levels. 

Quarterly Funnel Flows Surge and Slacken
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Previous Axial reports have documented the correlations between 
pursuit rates and quality, company size, and even seller type. 
To recap, companies that produce more earnings and revenues, 
produce better EBITDA margins, and come from proprietary 
sources of deal flow (think PE sellers versus investment banks) 
will garner more attention. These correlations largely held true 
throughout 2021. 

To wit, the average pursuit rate across all new targets slumped 
from 15.3% in Q2 to 12.3% in Q3, as the average EBITDA 
margin of new sell-side targets fell from 16.3% to 13.6% over 
the same time period.  It didn’t help that the volume of new 
targets also increased sequentially from Q2 to Q3, creating a 
paradox of choice that made prospective acquirers all the more 
discriminating. 

In Q4, meanwhile, even as the volume of new targets slowed, 
the overall quality remained below comparable measures in the 
first half, contributing to an average pursuit rate that remained 
well below the broader index (or the roughly 15% average across 
all new targets over the past two years). As acquirers raced 
to complete deals already in process, it’s likely too that their 
attention was trained at the bottom versus the top of their deal 
funnels.

In further unpacking the data, it helps to track the ratio of targets 
that either surpassed the 15% index or received no interest at 
all and weighed down the data sets. For instance, in Q1, nearly 
half (or 46.7%) of all targets boasted pursuit rates that exceeded 
the index, but there was also a higher proportion of targets that 
drew a 0% pursuit rate. During the last three months of the year, 
in contrast, barely a quarter of new targets exceeded the index, 
while nearly one fifth generated no interest at all from buyers. This 
data can be useful as sellers plan out their exit strategies and try 
to determine when buyers may be most aggressive.

Whether 2021 qualified as a “normal” market, however, might be 
up for debate. Not only did the bottlenecks created by 2020’s 
backlog create some nuance, but the appearance of cracks 
forming in what had been an ideal macroeconomic backdrop 
may have introduced new reservations. Inflation pressures, 
pronounced supply chain challenges and renewed pandemic 
worries likely all factored into buyer sentiment to some degree at 
the back half of the year, particularly for less-than-pristine assets. 
And depending on the industry, these considerations may have 
also contributed to performance hiccups that muffled the seller 
fervor witnessed in the first half.

Pursuit Rate Dispersion Reflects 
Shift in Buyer Sentiment
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As the backdrop begins to evolve, one would naturally expect buyer appetites to also 
shift, while sellers, too, adjust their own strategies in the face of potential headwinds. 
For instance, as was documented in the fall Pursuits Report, the industrial and 
technology sectors drove much of the sell-side deal flow in the first half of the year, 
but experienced an abrupt drop-off in new sale processes in Q4. Industrials and tech 
still managed to finish No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, in terms of the total number of new 
targets in 2021, even as these sectors led the percentage decliners in the second half.

Playing Defense
Alternatively, the transportation and healthcare sectors saw the most percentage 
growth at the top of the funnel in the second half. This should not come as a surprise 
as sellers anticipate demand for defensive assets amid economic uncertainty. (And 
healthcare is considered by many to be “safest” of safe havens, as Axial highlighted in 
December). Meanwhile, the transportation sector has proven to be adept at passing 
along price increases. Anyone listening to corporate earnings conference calls well 
know that transportation and freight costs are often cited as core drivers of inflation 
across many sectors. The recent supply chain challenges are also creating urgency for 
new investment across the broader transportation and logistics space.

Still, even if sellers adopted a more defensive posture, 2021 will be remembered as 
a year of exceptional growth. And while it was the consumer goods, technology and 
business services sectors that stood out as the pacesetters last year, an 11% increase 
in the total industrials deal flow fueled the lower middle market and accounted for 30% 
of the total increase in sell-side activity year over year.

*Minimum of at least 10 new targets each quarter

Sectors Showing the Biggest Increases 
in 2021 (vs. 2020)

Sectors Showing the Biggest Declines 
in 2H, 2021 (vs. 1H, 2021)

Sectors Showing the Biggest Increases 
in 2H, 2021 (vs. 1H, 2021)

Consumer Goods: 35%

Technology: 25%

Business Services: 16%

Transportation: 38%

 

Healthcare: 15%

Consumer Goods: 12%

Technology: -33%

Industrials: -9%

Business Services: 4%

SELL-SIDE STANDOUTS AND SLUMPERS* 

Even if sellers 
adopted a 
more defensive 
posture, 2021  
will be 
remembered 
as a year of 
exceptional 
growth

Sector Break Down: Appetites Reflect 
New Backdrop 

https://www.axial.net/forum/the-lower-middle-markets-new-inflation-hedges/
https://www.axial.net/forum/the-lower-middle-markets-new-inflation-hedges/
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New sale processes, though, only tell half the story. The question on the minds of other 
sellers is whether or not available assets actually attract buyer interest and to what 
extent? An interesting dynamic in tracking pursuit rates is that sectors with a higher 
volume of new targets typically trend lower than areas in which targets are in short 
supply. The pursuit rate in the transportation sector, for instance, got progressively 
lower as more and more deals entered the market and the same trends occurred in 
healthcare. Meanwhile, financial services companies saw the average pursuit rate rise 
considerably as deal flow in the sector deteriorated throughout the year.

Of course, this phenomenon may be as simple as the law of supply and demand. At the 
same time, most of the leading sectors in terms of sell-side activity also boasted the 
most targets with pursuit rates eclipsing the 15% average across all deals, consumer 
goods being the lone exception. For context, more than a third of all available tech and 
industrial targets attracted pursuit rates above the index, whereas consumer goods 
companies with pursuit rates below 5% eclipsed those that exceeded 15% in the sector. 

Meanwhile, of all the sectors with at least 30 prospective deals last year, financial 
services stood out with both the smallest proportion of targets with pursuit rates below 
5% and the highest proportion above the index, with more than six out of every ten 
targets fetching above average engagement.

Pursuit Rates: Defensive Tendencies Emerge
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20+19+16+14+14+7+7+3+H
SURVEY OF ONE

Mike Barnes
Vice President
Walnut Ridge

The environment for buyers in 2022 remains extremely competitive. There are well-funded 
PE buyers eager to deploy capital and there are well-connected independent sponsors 
that have a proven ability to raise money and close transactions in tight timeframes. The 
current environment is likely to highlight the importance of a sector thesis or a thematic 
approach. The ability to get to an answer quickly and know when, where, and how to push 
is crucial for success.

There are competing dynamics at play. On the one hand, there is an overhang of dry 
powder and numerous independent sponsors, while corporate balance sheets are cash-rich 
and family offices are allocating more to direct investments. On the other hand, interest 
rates seem poised to rise, inflation could create challenges for consumers, and valuations 
appear frothy. A renewed sense of caution won’t change industries of interest, but it may 
drive more modest leverage and emphasize the importance of a thematic approach.

Sectors Showing the Biggest 
Increases in 2H, 2021  

(vs. 1H, 2021)

BUY-SIDE  
STANDOUTS 

Business Services: 13%

FASTEST GROWERS

Healthcare: 29% 

Transportation: 8%

THE BUY-SIDE PLAYERS

20%

19%

15%

14%

14%

7%

7% 3%

To be sure, the best measure of actual buyer demand is valuation data. The catch 
in the lower middle market is that the inefficiencies create challenges to access 
dependable information, while the heterogeneity across the market – even for 
companies in the same sector with similar fundamentals – more often than not 
propagate mismatches between buyer and seller expectations. Indeed, the lower 
middle market landscape is defined by its niches, where value propositions revolve 
around being different. This dynamic obviously makes it hard to find apples-to-
apples comparisons.

Another complement to closed deal data, valuations and pursuit rates are the buy-
side mandates of acquirers actively hunting for very specific assets. The number 
of new buy-side mandates on the Axial platform ballooned to 1,982 last year, a 
47% increase over 2020. While the sell-side activity is mostly driven by advisors 
and investment banks, the buy-side represents a more balanced cross-section of 
acquirers comprised of holding companies, independent sponsors, private equity 
firms, corporations and search funds, as well as individual investors, among other 
categories of buyers.

While the buy-side can be characterized as mostly serial acquirers, their 
appetites do differ. PE firms, on average, specify that they’re seeking targets 
with a maximum of $140 million in revenues, whereas search funds and individual 
investors are pursuing far smaller fish with annual sales on average that top off at 
approximately $40 million.

So what is enchanting these more intentional acquirers in the lower middle 
market? Throughout the entirety of 2021, the same sectors that fueled activity 
on the sell-side were also the most popular areas of interest on the buy-side, 
led by industrials, consumer goods and technology, in that order. Each of these 
sectors, however, saw a surge of buy-side interest in the first half but experienced 
a pullback in the second. Meanwhile, traditional defensive areas saw noticeable 
upticks as healthcare and business services were the fastest growing sectors, 
while transportation rounded out the top three. 

So while the pursuit rates were down across the board in the fourth quarter, the 
percolating interest on the buy-side suggests deal flow in these areas will continue 
to build momentum in 2022.

 Private Equity Firms: 20%
 Independent Sponsors: 19%
 Search Funds: 15%
 Strategic Buyers: 14%

 Family Offices: 14%
 Holding Companies: 7%
 Individual Investors: 7%
 Lenders: 3%

Buy-Side Pulse: Acquirers Descend  
on Sellers’ Market

https://network.axial.net/company/walnut-ridge-strategic-management-company
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The buy-side interest and budding sell-side activity in 
the transportation sector was probably inevitable. The 
most active acquirers in the lower middle market — 
private equity firms, independent sponsors and search 
funds — are generally thematic in their approach. Said 
another way, they are on continually on the hunt for 
long-term secular trends and they found one this winter 
on the otherwise empty store shelves that underscored 
a need to solve the acute supply chain challenges.

Again, the transportation sector, while it also deals with 
rising commodity prices, is better than other sectors at 
passing those costs along to end customers. Bloomberg, 
citing data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, noted 
that the cost of transporting and warehousing goods for 
final demand jumped by approximately 18%, year over 
year, in December. Meanwhile, it certainly doesn’t hurt 
that the infrastructure bill passed in November will pump 
$1.2 trillion into all modes of transportation.

By the Numbers
Still it’s the need for sophisticated solutions and more 
efficiencies that are beckoning investors. When looking at 
the individual deals, a keen interest in third-party logistics 
providers is apparent. Similarly, the services sub-sector 
also accounted for the majority of buy-side mandates last 
year, and 3PL assets specifically were again among the 
most cited targets by prospective buyers.

John Dilatush,  
Managing Director,  
CFO & COO,
Auctus Capital Partners

Transportation: Buyers Seek to Solve Supply Chain Challenges

SURVEY OF ONE

Q. Transportation is a large expansive sector, but 
where are you seeing the most interest and what’s 
driving activity in the lower middle market?

A. Transportation seems to have three significant 
driving trends. The first is electrification across the 
vehicle spectrum, from utility vehicles to vans and 
long-haul trucks. The second focuses on the infra-
structure related to that electrification, including 
charging, maintenance, and leasing. The third, and 
most critical element in my opinion, focuses on solv-
ing the cost issue related to last-mile delivery. EVs 
and right-sized vehicles seem to hold the answer and 
adoption has just begun.  

Q. What are some of the other problems business 
owners and acquirers are looking to solve? 

A. Transportation companies are focused on envi-
ronmental impact and sustainability. However, it’s not 
nearly enough in my opinion. These companies need 
to create value for the purchasers of these vehicles, in 
dollars and cents or enhanced capabilities, otherwise 
their product will be relegated to a novelty item.  

So far, much of the EV sector hasn’t demonstrated an 
economic benefit other than bragging rights for going 
green. If the vehicles don’t have a quantifiable benefit, 
then charging infrastructure and other supporting 
verticals won’t experience an accelerating adoption 
curve or reach the scale currently being envisioned. 

The supply chain is also a major problem for most 
EV manufacturers, and hence, all the supporting 
infrastructure. I suspect you will see a trend for 
moving the supply chain to North America, or 
otherwise out of China

Q. Where are purchase prices trending in 
transportation? 

A. Purchase prices for any capital equipment is a 
function of value creation. In some segments of the 
market, such as utility vehicles, tremendous value 
creation is derived from both cost savings, lower 
purchase prices and operational expenses, plus 
enhanced capabilities.

11.9 11.0

TRANSPORTATION
DISTRIBUTION  
& WHOLESALE

15.88

SERVICES

2021 TRANSPORTATION PURSUIT RATES

COLD

HOT

INDUSTRY DRILL DOWN

https://network.axial.net/company/auctus-capital-partners
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The financial services sector, as one of the few industries 
that benefit from rising interest rates, is ideally suited to 
be a potential inflation hedge among investors. The lack 
of activity in the sector, as a result, is somewhat odd given 
the rising prices and likelihood for Fed action this year.

It bears repeating that buyer focus on the sector is indeed 
high, judging from the elevated pursuit rates across  
financial services. In parsing through the companies gen-
erating the most buzz, however, a few segments stand out. 

A focus on third-party administrators, an area that has 
already seen quite a bit of consolidation in recent years, 
is apparent. In the alternatives space, administrators are 
helping fund managers scale and bring technology to 
back-office functions, which is fueling administrators’ 
own need to invest in their business, grow their teams, 
and add capabilities and geographic coverage.

Naturally, fintech is being well received by prospective 
acquirers as well, and in the lower middle market, buyer 
interest is gravitating to assets that serve a very specific 
niche, ranging from healthcare-oriented solutions to AI 
loan-origination platforms. 

Looking at the buy-side, the insurance segment 
dominates the mandates from private equity, family 
offices and search funds. Interest is particularly high in 
the P&C segment. And while insurers’ own investment 
portfolios may be exposed to the effect of rising rates, 
this activity could be mimicking what’s happening in 
the larger market, where financial sponsors are equally 
attracted to the abundant pools of capital.

Kurt Bermond,  
Managing Director,
Oberon Securities, LLC

Bob Beard,  
Managing Director,
FOCUS Investment  
Banking LLC

Q. Where are we in the maturation curve in terms of the 
role of technology in financial services? 

A. Overall, I think we are still in the first or second inning of 
the fintech revolution. For example, consumer fintech AI is 
still in its infancy with new products that will revolutionize 
how we interact with our personal finances and obligations. 
However, some sectors, such as digital banking, have a 
fairly mature, homogenous product offering which may limit 
their ability to reach profitability, resulting in accelerated 
consolidation among startups and incumbents.

Q. The insurance space is also generating a lot of 
interest among investors on the buy-side? What’s 
fueling this activity?

A. Investors see massive opportunities to disrupt slow 
moving insurance incumbents by implementing AI and 
machine learning to improve all aspects of customer 
engagement from marketing, payments, pricing, and claims 
management. With almost $11 trillion in assets and over $2 
trillion in annual new premiums written, insurance represents 
an enormous market that has needed innovation for decades. 

Q. Why do you think activity has been muted in the sector 
recently? And what will drive activity in the future?

A. There was rapid consolidation post financial crisis. 
Large banks also have little interest in acquiring brick and 
mortar-based institutions. Technology will drive the market 
in the future. An increase in capital has been deployed in 
Fintech the last few years. Those firms will consolidate 
like all tech-based institutions. Short-term, interest 
may develop for traditional financial institutions due to 
increased rates but there is a permanent loss of deposit 
base to those institutions.

Q. And how would characterize valuations today?

A. My experience from a recent financial services deal was 
that the purchase price increased rather dramatically as 
the process unfolded.

SURVEY OF ONE

SURVEY OF ONE

20.49 29.42

FINANCIAL SERVICES

17.52

SERVICES

2021 FINANCIAL SERVICES PURSUIT RATES

COLD

HOT
FINTECH

Financials: Supply Doesn’t Yet Meet the Demand
INDUSTRY DRILL DOWN

https://network.axial.net/company/oberon-securities-llc
https://network.axial.net/company/focus-investment-banking1
https://network.axial.net/company/focus-investment-banking1
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For obvious reasons, the conventional wisdom in M&A 
circles is that the food and hospitality sector, post 
COVID, has become as risky and volatile as energy or 
any other high risk/high reward area. And just when 
business owners thought the pandemic was moving 
into the rearview, the Omicron variant offered a stark 
reminder the virus will remain an enduring variable for 
the foreseeable future. 

Another headwind, inflation, seems to be directed more 
acutely at the food and hospitality sector than anywhere 
else, raising input costs at the same time consumers see 
expendable income evaporate.

Yet, observers should never underestimate the ability 
of a lower middle market deal professional to find a 
niche that enjoys both a tailwind and a moat, even in the 
most depressed environments. This was evident in the 
consistent pace of deal activity in the sector, which was 
one of the few areas to maintain or grow sell-side and 
buy-side mandates throughout 2021. Also of note, each of 
the different sub-sectors comprising the space finished 
the year with pursuit rates above the broader average.

Staples and Vices Appeal
As expected, buyers are targeting the less discretionary 
areas of the market – think, industrial laundry services, 
food processors and ingredient distributors, or pet 
boarding facilities. Within retail, pursuit rates show a clear 
bias for alcohol, craft beer and chocolate – vices that 
may not feel discretionary – versus restaurants and QSR 
franchises. 

On the buy-side, there is even activity in the death 
care industry, a more ominous niche, but one that has 
historically offered protection against recessionary 
environments.

So while the traditional operators in food and hospitality 
may see turbulence ahead, the buyer interest in the 
sector underscores the ability, or even the tendency, 
of acquirers in the lower middle market to truly see the 
forest for the trees.

Q. The food and hospitality sector, surprisingly, 
was one of the more consistent areas for both buy- 
and sell-side activity. Given its exposure to both 
the pandemic and inflation, what’s driving interest? 

A. With shutdowns, came growth in retail-channel 
sales, accompanied by innovation in digital solutions 
and new products.  Rising cost inflation — driven by 
labor shortages, supply chain challenges, and rising 
ingredient costs — has accelerated the need to scale 
and reduce risks through M&A. Rapid and disruptive 
change seems to be a catalyst for M&A in the food 
industry, where everyone has a need to be met, no 
matter how or where they spend their money.

Q. How would you characterize valuations in the 
space?  One might assume it’s pretty dispersed 
given the mix between distress in certain 
segments and rapid growth in others? How is this 
influencing purchase prices?

A. Valuations for well-run, profitable, and growing 
food businesses remain very high. If anything, 
multiples seem to be going higher. It would be our 
observation that most of the businesses that have 
been negatively impacted by the pandemic or supply-
chain issues, for example, have remained off the 
market until their recovery path has been mapped out.

Eric Bosveld,  
Senior Advisor,  
Food & Agribusiness
SDR Ventures
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If the past two years have taught us anything, it’s that the lower middle 
market has become one of the more resilient forces driving growth across 
the U.S. economy. The activity of the past year doesn’t just underscore 
the creativity of buyers in this space, it speaks to the value of the markets 
as a stabilizing force. 

At Axial, we have a privileged spot right in the middle of this market. 
This offers us a window to see just how thoughtful and sophisticated 
deal professionals have become in this segment; the power of the 
capital markets to fuel both corporate growth and contribute to vibrant 
communities; and appreciate the essential role of the lower middle market, 
which allows the larger M&A ecosystem to thrive.

As 2022 picks up where 2021 left off, this perspective should offer optimism 
even as new macroeconomic developments emerge. Fifteen years ago, this 
segment may have been more exposed to risks outside of our control; today, 
the lower middle market machine is in place and gathering momentum to 
ensure investment and deal activity continue to flow. While some buyers 
may bristle at the idea of a more efficient marketplace, the lower middle 
market is vast enough to accommodate any number of professionals with 
an eye to spot opportunity where others don’t.
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Special thanks to report contributors and Axial’s data and 
analytics and thought leadership team:

Founded in 2009, Axial is the largest online transaction platform empowering 
lower middle market deal makers. Axial’s proprietary matching technology 
enables advisors & business owners to confidentially connect with relevant 
buyers & investors. To keep up with rankings, industry developments, original 
stories and more, sign up for Middle Market Review, here.
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